A key issue in cluster analysis is the choice of an appropriate clustering method and the determination of the best number of clusters. Different clusterings are optimal on the same data set according to different criteria, and the choice of such criteria depends on the context and aim of clustering. Therefore, researchers need to consider what data analytic characteristics the clusters they are aiming at are supposed to have, among others within-cluster homogeneity, between-clusters separation, and stability. Here, a set of internal clustering validity indexes measuring different aspects of clustering quality is proposed, including some indexes from the literature. Users can choose the indexes that are relevant in the application at hand. In order to measure the overall quality of a clustering (for comparing clusterings from different methods and/or different numbers of clusters), the index values are calibrated for aggregation. Calibration is relative to a set of random clusterings on the same data. Two specific aggregated indexes are proposed and compared with existing indexes on simulated and real data.
Introduction
Cluster validation, which is the evaluation of the quality of clusterings, is crucial in cluster analysis in order to make sure that a given clustering makes sense, but also in order to compare different clusterings. These may stem from different clustering methods, but may also have different numbers of clusters, and in fact optimizing measurements of clustering validity is a main approach to estimating the number of clusters, see Halkidi et al. [2015] .
In much literature on cluster analysis it is assumed, implicitly or explicitly, that there is only a single "true" clustering for a given data set, and that the aim of cluster analysis is to find that clustering. According to this logic, clusterings are better or worse depending on how close they are to the "true" clustering. If a true grouping is known (which does not necessarily have to be unique), "external" cluster validation compares a clustering to the true clustering (or more generally to existing external information). A popular external clustering validity index is the Adjusted Rand Index Rand [1971] . Here we are concerned with "internal" cluster validation (sometimes referred to as "relative cluster validation" when used to compare different clusterings, see Jain and Dubes [1988] ), evaluating the cluster quality without reference to an external "truth", which in most applications of course is not known. Hennig [2015b,a] have argued that the "best" clustering depends on background information and the aim of clustering, and that different clusterings can be optimal in different relevant respects on the same data. As an example, within-cluster homogeneity and between-clusters separation are often mentioned as major aims of clustering, but these two aims can be conflicting. There may be widespread groups of points in the data without "gaps", which can therefore not be split up into separated subgroups, but may however contain very large within-group distances. If clustering is done for shape recognition, separation is most important and such groups should not be split up. If clustering is used for database organisation, for example allowing to find a set of very similar images for a given image, homogeneity is most important, and a data subset containing too large distances needs to be split up into two or more clusters. Also other aspects may matter such as approximation of the dissimilarity relations in the data by the clustering structure, or distributional shapes (e.g., linearity or normality). Therefore the data cannot decide about the "optimal" clustering on their own, and user input is needed in any case.
Many existing clustering validity indexes attempt to measure the quality of a clustering by a single number, see Halkidi et al. [2015] for a review of such indexes. Such indexes are sometimes called "objective", because they do not require decisions or tuning by the users. This is certainly popular among users who do not want to make such decisions, be it for lack of understanding of the implications, or be it for the desire to "let the data speak on their own". But in any case such users will need to decide which index to trust for what reason, and given that requirements for a good clustering depend on the application at hand, it makes sense that there needs to be a choice between various criteria and approaches. But the literature is rarely explicit about this and tends to suggest that the clustering problem can and should be solved without critical user input.
Many validity indexes balance a small within cluster heterogeneity and a large between-clusters heterogeneity in a certain way, such as Average Silhouette Width (ASW; Kaufman and Rousseeuw [1990] ) or the Calinski and Harabasz index (CH; Caliński and Harabasz [1974] ), whereas others have different goals; for example Hubert's Γ index Hubert and Schultz [1976] emphasises good representation of the dissimilarity structure by the clustering. In most applications, various desirable characteristics need to be balanced against each other. It is clear that it is easier to achieve homogeneous clusters if the number of clusters is high, and better cluster separation if the number of clusters is low, but in different applications these objectives may be weighted differently, which cannot be expressed by a single index.
The approach taken here, first introduced in Hennig [2019] , is to consider a collection of validity indexes that measure various aspects of cluster quality in order to allow the user to weight and aggregate them to a quality measurement adapted to their specific clustering aim. This can then be used to decide between different clusterings with different numbers of clusters or also from different clustering methods. Particular attention is paid to the issue of making the values of the different indexes comparable when aggregating them, allowing for an interpretation of weights in terms of relative importance. This is done by generating random clusterings over the given data set and by using the distribution of the resulting index values for calibration.
Some authors have already become aware of the benefits of looking at several criteria for comparing clusterings, and there is some related work on multiobjective clustering, mostly about finding the set of Pareto optimal solutions, see, e.g., Delattre and Hansen [1980] and the overview in Handl and Knowles [2015] . Section 2 introduces the notation. Section 3 is devoted to clustering validity indexes. It has three subsections introducing clustering validity indexes from the literature, indexes measuring specific aspects of cluster validity to be used for aggregation, and resampling-based indexes measuring cluster stability. Section 4 describes how an aggregated index can be defined from several indexes measuring specific characteristics, including calibration by random clusterings. Section 5 proposes two specific aggregated indexes for somewhat general purposes, presents a simulation study comparing these to indexes from the literature, and uses these indexes to analyse three real data sets. Section 6 concludes the paper.
General notation
Given a data set, i.a., a set of distinguishable objects X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, the aim of cluster analysis is to group them into subsets of X . A clustering is denoted by C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C K }, C k ⊆ X with cluster size n k = |C k |, k = 1, . . . , K. We require C to be a partition, e.g., k = g ⇒ C k ∩ C g = ∅ and K k=1 C k = X . Clusters are assumed to be crisp rather than fuzzy, i.e., an object is either a full member of a cluster or not a member of this cluster at all. An alternative way to write x i ∈ C k is l i = k, i.e., l i ∈ {1, . . . , K} is the cluster label of x i .
The approach presented here is defined for general dissimilarity data. A dissimilarity is a function d :
Many dissimilarities are distances, i.e., they also fulfill the triangle inequality, but this is not necessarily required here. Dissimilarities are extremely flexible. They can be defined for all kinds of data, such as functions, time series, categorical data, image data, text data etc. If data are Euclidean, obviously the Euclidean distance can be used, which is what will be done in the later experiments. See Hennig [2015b] for a more general overview of dissimilarity measures used in cluster analysis.
Clustering Validity Measurement
This section lists various measurements of clustering validity. It has three parts. In the first part we review some popular indexes that are proposed in the literature. Each of these indexes was proposed with the ambition to measure clustering quality on its own, so that a uniquely optimal clustering or number of clusters can be found by optimizing one index. In the second part we list indexes that can be used to measure a single isolated aspect of clustering validity with a view of defining a composite measurement, adapted to the requirements of a specific application, by aggregating several of these indexes. In the third part we review resampling-based measurements of clustering stability. Hennig [2019] suggested to transform indexes to be aggregated into the [0, 1]range so that for all indexes bigger values mean a better clustering quality. However, as acknowledged by Hennig [2019] , this is not enough for making index values comparable, and here we give the untransformed forms of the indexes.
All these indexes are internal, i.e., they can be computed for a given partition C on a data set X , often equipped with a dissimilarity d. The indexes are either not defined or take trivial values for K = 1, so using them for finding an optimal number of clusters assumes K ≥ 2.
Some popular clustering quality indexes
Here are some of the most popular of the considerable number of clustering quality indexes that have been published in the literature. All of these were meant for use on their own, although they may in principle also be used as part of a composite index. But most of these indexes attempt to balance two or more aspects of clustering quality, and from our point of view, for defining a composite index, it is preferable to use indexes that measure different aspects separately (as introduced in Section 3.2), because this improves the clarity of interpretation of the composite index. Unless indicated otherwise, for these indexes a better clustering is indicated by a larger value, and the best number of clusters can be chosen by maximizing any of them over K, i.e., comparing solutions from the same clustering method with different fixed values of K.
The Average Silhouette Width (ASW) Kaufman and Rousseeuw [1990] compares the average dissimilarity of an observation to members of its own cluster to the average dissimilarity to members of the closest cluster to which it is not classified. It was one of the best performers for estimating the number of clusters in the comparative study of Arbelaitz et al. [2012] . For i = 1, . . . , n, define the "silhouette width"
The ASW is then defined as
The Calinski-Harabasz index (CH) Caliński and Harabasz [1974] : This index compares squared within-cluster dissimilarities (measuring homogeneity) with squared dissimilarities between cluster means (measuring separation). This was originally defined for Euclidean data and use with K-means (the form given here is equal to the original form with d as Euclidean distance). It achieved very good results in the comparative study by Milligan and Cooper [1985] . It is defined as
The Dunn Index Dunn [1974] compares the minimum distance between any two clusters with the maximum distance within a cluster:
Clustering Validity Index Based on Nearest Neighbours (CVNN) was proposed by Liu et al. [2013] for fulfilling a number of desirable properties. Its separation statistic is based on local neighbourhoods of the points in the least separated cluster, looking at their κ nearest neighbours:
where q κ (x) is the number of observations among the κ (to be fixed by the user) nearest neighbours of x that are not in the same cluster. A compactness statistics I Com (C) is just the average of all within-cluster dissimilarities. The CVNN index aggregates these:
where K is the set of all considered clusterings. Here smaller values indicate a better clustering; CVNN needs to be minimised in order to find an optimal K.
PearsonΓ (PG): Hubert and Schultz [1976] introduced a family of indexes called (Hubert's) Γ measuring the quality of fit of a dissimilarity matrix by some representation, which could be a clustering. More than one version of Γ can be used for clustering validation; the simplest one is based on the Pearson sample correlation ρ. It interprets the "clustering induced dissimilarity" c = vec([c ij ] i<j ), where c ij = 1(l i = l j ), i.e. the indicator whether x i and x j are in different clusters, as a "fit" of the given data
, and measures its quality as
This index can be used on its own to measure clustering quality, it can also be used as part of a composite index, measuring a specific aspect of clustering quality, namely the approximation of the dissimilarity structure by the clustering. In some applications clusterings are computed to summarise dissimilarity information, potentially for use of the cluster indicator as explanatory factor in an analysis of variance or similar, in which case the representation of the dissimilarity information is the central clustering aim.
Measurement of isolated aspects of clustering quality
The following indexes measure isolated aspects of clustering quality. They can be used to compare different clusterings, but when used for comparing different numbers of clusters, some of them will systematically prefer either a smaller or larger number of clusters when used on their own. For example, it is easier to achieve smaller average or maximum within-cluster distances with a larger number of smaller clusters. So these indexes will normally be used as part of a composite index when deciding the number of clusters.
Average within-cluster dissimilarities: Most informal descriptions of what a "cluster" is involve homogeneity in the sense of high similarity or low dissimilarity of the objects within a cluster, and this is relevant in most applications of clustering. There are various ways of measuring whether within-cluster dissimilarities are generally low. A straightforward index averages all within-cluster dissimilarities in such a way that every observation has the same overall weight. Alternatives could for example involve squared distances or look at the maximum within-cluster distance.
A smaller value indicates better clustering quality.
Separation index: Most informal descriptions of what makes a cluster mention between-cluster separation besides within-cluster homogeneity. Separation measurement should optimally focus on objects on the "border" of clusters. It would be possible to consider the minimum between-clusters dissimilarity (as done by the Dunn index), but this might be inappropriate, because in the case of there being more than two clusters the computation only depends on the two closest clusters, and represents a cluster only by a single point, which may be atypical. On the other hand, looking at the distance between cluster means as done by the CH index is not very informative about what goes on "between" the clusters. Thus, we propose another index that takes into account a portion, p, of objects in each cluster that are closest to another cluster.
For every object
be the values of d k:i for x i ∈ C k ordered from the smallest to the largest, and let [pn k ] be the largest integer ≤ pn k . Then, the separation index with the parameter p is defined as
Smaller values are better. The proportion p is a tuning parameter specifying what percentage of points should contribute to the "cluster border". We suggest p = 0.1 as default.
Widest within-cluster gap: This index measures within-cluster homogeneity in a quite different way, considering the biggest dissimilarity d g so that the cluster could be split into two subclusters with all dissimilarities between these subclusters ≥ d g . This is relevant in applications in which good within-cluster connectivity is required, e.g., in the delimitation of biological species using genetic data; species should be genetically connected, and a gap between subclusters could mean that no genetic exchange happens between the subclusters (on top of this, genetic separation is also important).
Smaller values are better.
Representation of dissimilarity structure by clustering: Clusterings are used in some applications to represent the more complex information in the full dissimilarity matrix in a simpler way, and it is of interest to measure the quality of representation in some way. For this aim here we use PearsonΓ as defined above.
Uniformity of cluster sizes: Although not normally listed as primary aim of clustering, in many applications (e.g., market segmentation) very small clusters are not very useful, and cluster sizes should optimally be close to uniform. This is measured by the well known "Entropy" Shannon [1948] :
Large values are good.
Hennig [2019] proposes some more indexes, particularly for measuring withincluster density decline from the density mean, similarity to a within-cluster uniform or Gaussian distributional shape, and quality of the representation of clusters by their centroids.
Stability
Clusterings are often interpreted as meaningful if they can be generalised as stable substantive patterns. Stability means that they can be replicated on different data sets of the same kind. Without requiring that new independent data are available, this can be assessed by resampling methods such as crossvalidation and bootstrap. We review two approaches that have been proposed in the literature to measure stability. There they were proposed for estimating the number of clusters on their own, but this is problematic. Whereas it makes sense to require a good clustering to be stable, it cannot be ruled out that an undesirable clustering is also stable. For example, in a data set with four clearly separated clusters, two well separated pairs of clusters may give rise to a potentially even more stable two-cluster solution. We therefore consider these indexes as measuring an isolated aspect of cluster quality to be used in composite indexes. Stability is often of interest on top of whatever criterion characterises the cluster shapes of interest. For example, in applications that require high within-cluster homogeneity, adding a stability criterion can avoid that the data set is split up into too small clusters.
Prediction strength (PS): The prediction strength was proposed by Tibshirani and Walther [2005] for estimating the number of clusters. The data set is split into halves (Tibshirani and Walther [2005] consider splits into more than two parts as well but settle with halves eventually), say X [1] and X [2] . Two clusterings are obtained on these two parts separately with the selected clustering technique and a fixed number of clusters K. Then the points of X [2] are classified to the clusters of X [1] in some way. The same is done with the points of X [1] relative to the clustering on X [2] . For any pair of observations in the same cluster in the same part, it is then checked whether or not they are predicted to be in the same cluster by the clustering on the other half. This can be repeated for various (B) splits of the data set. The prediction strength is then defined as the average proportion of correctly predicted co-memberships for the cluster that minimises this proportion. Formally,
where C kbt is cluster k computed on the data half X [t] in the bth split, n kbt = |C kbt | is its number of observations, L bt = l g(1)bt , . . . , l g(n/2)bt are the cluster indicators of the clustering of X [t] in the bth split. g(1), . . . , g(n/2) denote the indexes of observations belonging to that half, assuming for ease of notation that n is even. L * bt = l * g(1)bt , . . . , l * g(n/2)bt are the clusters of the clustering of the other half X [2−t] in the sth split, to which the observations of X (t) are classified.
Unlike the indexes listed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, I P S depends on the clustering method applied to arrive at the clusterings C, because stability is evaluated comparing clusterings computed using the same method. Furthermore, I P S requires a supervised classification method to classify the observations in one half of the data set to the clusters computed on the other half. Tibshirani and Walther [2005] propose classification of observations in one half to the closest cluster centroid in the clustered other half of the data set. This is the same classification rule that is implicitly used by K-means and PAM clustering, and therefore it is suitable for use together with these clustering methods. But it is inappropriate for some other clustering methods such as Single Linkage or Gaussian mixture model-based clustering with flexible covariance matrices, in which observations can be assigned to clusters with far away centroids in case of either existence of linking points (Single Linkage) or a within-cluster covariance matrix with large variation in the direction between the cluster centroid and the point to be classified (Gaussian model-based clustering). The classification method used for the prediction strength should be chosen based on the cluster concept formalised by the clustering method in use. Table 1 lists some classification methods that are associated with certain clustering methods, and we use them accordingly.
Realising that high values of the prediction strength are easier to achieve for smaller numbers of clusters, Tibshirani and Walther [2005] recommend as estimator for the number of clusters the largest k so that the prediction strength is above 0.8 or 0.9. For using the prediction strength as one of the contributors to a composite index, such a cutoff is not needed.
A bootstrap method for measuring stability (Bootstab): Fang and Wang Table 1 : Methods for supervised classification associated to clustering methods. Notation: b refers to the data split, t refers to the data set half (observations of X [t] are classified to clusters of X [2−t] ), m kb(2−t) is the centroid and n kb(2−t) the number of points of cluster k in the data set X [2−t] , which may depend on the clustering method. For K-means and Ward it is the cluster mean, for PAM the medoid minimizing the sum of distances to the other points in the cluster. For QDA and LDA,
is the sample covariance matrix (for LDA pooled over all k) and µ kb(2−t) is the sample mean of cluster k.
Classification method
[2012]: Similar to the prediction strength, also here the data are resampled, clusterings are generated on the resampled data by a given clustering method with fixed number of clusters K. The points in the data set that were not resampled are classified to the clusters computed on the resampled data set by a supervised classification method as listed in Table 1 , and for various resampled data sets the resulting classifications are compared.
Here, B times two bootstrap samples are drawn from the data with replacement. Let X [1] , X [2] the two bootstrap samples in the bth bootstrap
based on the clustering of X [t] . This means that for points x i that are resampled as member of
ib is just the cluster membership indicator, whereas for points x i not resampled as member of
ib indicates the cluster on X [t] to which x i is classified using a suitable method from Table 1 . The Bootstab index is
indicating whether x i and x i are in or classified to the same cluster based on the clustering of X [1t] . I Boot is a percentage of pairs that have different "co-membership" status based on clusterings on two bootstrap samples. Small values of I Boot are better. Fang and Wang [2012] suggest to choose the number of clusters by minimizing I Boot . Without proof they imply that this method is not systematically biased in favour of smaller numbers of clusters.
Aggregation and Calibration for Definition of a Composite Index
As discussed earlier, different aspects of cluster quality are typically relevant in different applications. From a list of desirable characteristics of clusters in a given application a composite index can be constructed as a weighted mean of indexes that measure the specific characteristics of interest. This index can then be optimised. We will here assume that for all involved indexes larger values are better (involved indexes for which this is not the case can be multiplied by −1 to achieve this). For selected indexes I 1 , . . . , I s with weights w 1 , . . . , w s > 0:
In order to choose the weights in a given application, it would be useful if it were possible to interpret the weights in terms of the relative importance of the desirable characteristics. This requires that the values of the different I 1 , . . . , I s can be meaningfully compared; a loss of 0.3, say, in one index should in terms of overall quality be offset by an improvement of 0.3 in another index of the same weight. For the indexes defined in Section 3, this does not hold. Value ranges and variation will potentially differ strongly between indexes.
Here we transform the indexes relative to their expected variation over clusterings of the same data. This requires a random routine to generate many clusterings on the data set. Note the difference to standard thinking about random variation where the data is random and a method's results are fixed, whereas here the data are treated as fixed and the clusterings as random. For transforming the indexes relative to these standard approaches such as Z-scores or range transformation can be used.
The random clusterings should make some sense; one could just assign points to clusters in a random fashion, but then chances are that most index values from a proper application of an established clustering method will be clearly better then those generated from the random clusterings, in which case transforming the indexes relative to the random clusterings is not appropriate. On the other hand the algorithms to generate random clusterings need to provide enough variation for their distribution to be informative. Furthermore, for the aim of making the indexes comparable, random clusterings should optimally not rely on any specific cluster concept, given that different possible concepts are implied by the different indexes.
In order to generate random clusterings that are sensible, though, a certain cluster concept or definition is required. We treat this problem by proposing four different algorithms for generating random clusterings that correspond to different cluster concepts, more precisely to K-centroids (clusters for which all points are close to the cluster centroid), single linkage (connected clusters of arbitrary shape), complete linkage (limiting the maximum within-cluster dissimilarity), and average linkage (a compromise allowing for flexible shapes but not for too many large within-cluster dissimilarities or too weak connection).
The number of cluster K is always treated as fixed for the generation of random clusterings. The same number of random clusterings should be generated for each K from a range of interest. This also allows to assess whether and to what extent certain indexes are systematically biased in favour of small or large K.
Random K-centroids
Random K-centroids works like a single step of Lloyd's classical K-means algorithm Lloyd [1982] with random initialization. Randomly select K cluster centroids from the data points, and assign every observation to the closest centroid, see Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Random K-centroids algorithm input : X = {x1, . . . , xn} (objects), D = (d(xi, xj)) i,j=1,...,n (dissimilarities), K (number of clusters) output: L = (l1, l2, . . . , ln) (cluster labels)
INITIALISATION:
Choose K random centroids S ← {s1, s2, . . . , sK } according to the uniform distribution over subsets of size K from X for i ← 1 to n do # Assign every observations to the closest centroid:
Random K-linkage methods
The three algorithms random K-single, random K-complete, and random Kaverage are connected to the basic hierarchical clustering methods single, complete, and average linkage. As for random K-centroids, the clustering starts from drawing K initial observations at random, forming K one-point clusters.
Then clusters are grown by adding one observations at a time to the closest cluster, where closeness is measured using the dissimilarity to the closest neighbour (single), to the furthest neighbor (complete), or the average of dissimilarities (average), see Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Random K-single/complete/average linkage algorithms
Calibration
The random clusterings can be used in different ways to calibrate the clustering validity indexes. For given B and any value of the number of clusters K ∈ {2, . . . , K max } of interest, 4B + R K clusterings and corresponding index values are computed, where R K is the number of "genuine" clusterings for given K, C 1 , . . . , C R K , to be validated originally, i.e., those generated by "proper" clustering methods (as opposed to the random clusterings generated for calibration), and S 1 , . . . , S 4B are initialisation sets of size K:
with further notation as in Algorithms 1 and 2.
There are two possible approaches to calibration:
• Indexes for clusterings with K clusters can be calibrated relative to proper and random clusterings for the same K only. Indexes are assessed relative to what is expected for the same K, with a potential to correct systematic biases of indexes against small or large K.
• Indexes for all clusterings can be calibrated relative to genuine and random clusterings for all values of K together. Here, raw index values are compared over different values for K. This cannot correct systematic biases of indexes, but may be suitable if the raw index values appropriately formalise what is required in the application of interest, and that indexes that systematically improve for larger K (such as average within-cluster distances) are balanced by indexes that favour a smaller number (such as separation or prediction strength).
For the second approach, C collection = Kmax K=2 C K−collection . There are various possible ways to use the collection of random clusterings for standardisation, for a given index I(C) for a given clustering C with |C| = K. We use Z-score standardisation here:
For calibration over all K together, C collection is used in place of C K−collection .
Further options are for example standardisation to range (0, 1), or transformation of all values in the collection to ranks, which would lose the information in the precise values but is less affected by outliers. Figure 1 index on these data. It can also be seen that the different methods to generate random clusterings occasionally result in quite different distributions, meaning that taken all together they serve best to give a comprehensive expression of the variation.
Application and experiments 5.1 General approach and basic composite indexes
The approach presented here can be used in practice to design a composite cluster validity index based on indexes that formalise characteristics that are required in a specific application using (2). This can be used to compare clusterings generated by different clustering methods with different numbers of clusters (or other required parameter choices) and to pick an optimal solution if required; it may be of interest to inspect not only the best solution. Hennig [2019] presented an example in which indexes are chosen according to subject matter knowledge about the characteristics of the required clustering. This was about biological species delimitation for a data set with genetic information on bees. The chosen indexes were I ave.wit (individuals within species should be genetically similar), I widest.gap (a genetic gap within a species runs counter to general genetic exchange within a species), I sep.index (species should be genetically separated from other species), and I P earsonΓ (generally species should represent the genetic distance structure well). Other aspects such as entropy or representation of individuals by centroids were deemed irrelevant for the species delimitation task.
Here we investigate a more unified application of the methodology to data sets with known true clusters, either simulated or real. This runs counter to some extent to the philosophy of Hennig [2015a] , where it is stated that even for data sets with given true clusters it cannot be taken for granted that the "true" ones are the only ones that make sense or could be of scientific interest. However, it is instructive to see what happens in such situations, and it is obviously evidence for the usefulness of the approach if it is possible to achieve good results recovering such known true clusters.
We will not make heavy use of subject-matter information here in order to decide which indexes to aggregate. This is not even possible for artificially generated data. Instead, we simulated scenarios and applied methods to some real data sets using several combinations of indexes, in order to find combinations that have a good overall performance. One should not expect that a single composite index works well for all data sets, because "true" clusters can have very different characteristics in different situations. We found, however, that there are two composite indexes that could be used as some kind of basic toolbox, namely A 1 , made up of I ave.wit , I P earsonΓ and I Boot , and A 2 , made up of I sep.index , I widest.gap , and I Boot (all with equal weights). Calibration was done as explained in Section 4.3 with B = 100.
A 1 emphasises cluster homogeneity by use of I ave.wit . I P earsonΓ supports small within-cluster distances as well but will also prefer distances between clusters to be large, adding some protection against splitting already homogeneous clusters, which could happen easily if I ave.wit would be used without a corrective. Stability as measured by I Boot is of interest in most clustering tasks, and is another corrective against producing too small spurious clusters.
A 2 emphasises cluster separation by use of I sep.index . Whereas I sep.index looks at what goes on between clusters, I within.gap makes sure that gaps within clusters are avoided; otherwise one could achieve strong separation by only isolating the most separated clusters and leaving clusters together that should intuitively better be split. Once more I Boot is added for stability. At least one of A 1 and A 2 worked well in all situations, although neither of these (and none of the indexes already in the literature) works well universally, as expected.
In our experiments we found that overall I Boot worked slightly better than I P S for incorporating stability in an composite index, aggregating over all numbers of clusters K together worked better at least for A 1 and A 2 than aggregating separately for separate K (this is different for some other composite indexes). Z-score standardisation looked overall slightly preferable to other standardisation schemes, but there is much variation and not much between them overall. We only present selected results here, particularly not showing composite indexes other than A 1 and A 2 , standardisation other than Z-score, and aggregation other than over all K together. Full results are available from the authors upon request. There may be a certain selection bias in our results given that A 1 and A 2 were selected based on the results of our experiments from a large set of possible composite indexes. Our aim here is not to argue that these indexes are generally superior to what already exists in the litera-ture, but rather to make some well founded recommendations for practice and to demonstrate their performance characteristics. A 1 and A 2 were not selected by formal optimisation over experimental results, but rather for having good interpretability of the composite indexes (so that in a practical situation a user can make a decision without much effort), and the basic tension in clustering between within-cluster homogeneity and between-clusters separation.
Results for cluster validation and comparison of different numbers of clusters generally depend on the clustering algorithm that is used for a fixed number of clusters. Here we applied 8 clustering algorithms (Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM), K-means, Single Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage, Ward's method, Gaussian Model based clustering -mclust, Spectral Clustering; for all of these standard R-functions with default settings were used). All were combined with the validity indexes CH, ASW, Dunn, PearsonΓ, CVNN (with κ = 10), and the stability statistics PS and Bootstab. PS was maximised, which is different from what is proposed in Tibshirani and Walther [2005] , where the largest number of clusters is selected for which PS is larger than some cutoff value. For the recommended choices of the cutoff, in our simulations many data sets would have produced an estimator of 1 for the number of clusters due to the lack of any solution with K ≥ 2 and large enough PS, and overall results would in all likelihood not have been better. One popular method that is not included is the BIC for mixture models Fraley and E. [2002] . This may have performed well together with mclust in a number of scenarios, but is tied to mixture models and does not provide a more general validity assessment.
Simulation study
For comparing the composite indexes A 1 and A 2 with the other validity and stability indexes, data were generated from six different scenarios, covering a variety of clustering problems (obviously we cannot claim to be exhaustive). 50 data sets were generated from each scenario. Scenario 1,2 and 4 are from Tibshirani and Walther [2005] , scenario 3 from Hennig [2007] , and scenarios 5 and 6 from the R-package clusterSim, Walesiak and Dudek [2011] . Figure 2 shows data from the six scenarios.
• Scenario 1 (Three clusters in two dimensions): Clusters are normally distributed with 25, 25, and 50 observations, centered at (0, 0), (0, 5), and (5, −3) with identity covariance matrices.
• Scenario 2 (Four clusters in 10 dimensions): Each of four clusters was randomly chosen to have 25 or 50 normally distributed observations, with centers randomly chosen from N (0, 1.9I 10 ). Any simulation with minimum between-cluster distance less than 1 was discarded in order to produce clusters that can realistically be separated.
• Scenario 3 (Four or six clusters in six dimensions with mixed distribution types): Hennig [2007] motivates this as involving some realistic issues such as different distributional shapes of the clusters and multiple outliers. The scenario has four "clusters" and two data subgroups of outliers. There is an ambiguity in cluster analysis regarding whether groups of outliers should be treated as clusters, and therefore the data could be seen as having six clusters as well. Furthermore, there are two "noise" variables not containing any clustering information (one N (0, 1) , the other t 2 ), and the clustering structure is defined on the first four dimensions.
Cluster 1 (150 points): Gaussian distribution with mean vector (0, 2, 0, 2) and covariance matrix 0.1I 4 . Cluster 2 (250 points): Gaussian distribution with mean vector (3, 3, 3, 3) and a covariance matrix with diagonal elements 0.5 and covariances 0.25 in all off-diagonals. Cluster 3 (70 points):
A skew cluster with all four dimensions distributed independently exponentially (1) shifted so that the mean vector is (-1,1,1,1). Cluster 4 (70 points): 4-variate t 2 -distribution with mean vector (2, 0, 2, 0) and Gaussian covariance matrix 0.1I 4 (this is the covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution involved in the definition of the multivariate t-distribution).
Outlier cluster 1 (10 points): Uniform[2, 5]. Outlier cluster 2 (10 points): 4-variate t 2 -distribution with mean vector (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5) and covariance matrix (see above) 2I 4 .
• Scenario 4 (Two elongated clusters in three dimensions): Cluster 1 was generated by setting, for all points, x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = t with t taking on 100 equally spaced values from −.5 to .5. Then Gaussian noise with standard deviation .1 is added to every variable. Cluster 2 is generated in the same way, except that the value 1 is then added to each variable.
• Scenario 5 (Two ring-shaped clusters in two dimensions): Generated by function shapes.circles2 of the R-package clusterSim. For each point a random radius r is generated (see below), then a random angle α ∼ U [0, 2π]. The point is then (r cos(α), r sin(α)). Default parameters are used so that each cluster has 180 points. r for the first cluster is from Uniform[0.75, 0.9], for the second cluster from Uniform[0.35, 0.5].
• Scenario 6 (Two moon-shaped clusters in two dimensions: Generated by function shapes.two.moon of the R-package clusterSim. For each point a random radius r is generated from Uniform[0.8, 1.2], then a random angle α ∼ U [0, 2π], and the points are (a + |r cos(α)|, r sin(α)) for the first cluster and (−|r cos(α)|, r sin(α) − b) for the second cluster. Default parameters are used so that each cluster has 180 points, a = −0.4 and b = 1.
Results are given in Tables 2 and 3 . All these results are based on the clustering method that achieved highest adjusted Rand index (ARI, Rand [1971] ) for the true number of clusters. This was decided because of the large number of results, and because the clustering method chosen in this way gave the validation methods the best chance to find a good clustering at the true number of clusters. Figure 2 shows these clusterings. Single linkage, K = 2 (ARI = 1.000) Spectral clustering, K = 2 (ARI = 1.000) Figure 2 : Data sets produced by Scenarios 1-6 (for the more than 2-dimensional data sets from Scenarios 2-4 principal components are shown) with the respective clusterings that achieve highest ARI on the true number of clusters. Tables 2 and 3 give two kinds of results, namely the distribution of the estimated numbers of clusters, and the average ARI (the maximum ARI is 1 for perfect recovery of the true clusters; a value of 0 is the expected value for comparing two unrelated random clusterings, negative values can occur as well). In case that the number of clusters is estimated wrongly, arguably finding a clustering with high ARI and therefore similar to the true one is more important than having the number of clusters close to the true one, and in general it is not necessarily the case that a "better" number of clusters estimate also yields a "better" clustering in the sense of higher ARI.
Scenario 1 was rather easy, with many indexes getting the number of clusters always right. The clusters here are rather compact, and A 1 is among the best validation methods, with A 2 lagging somewhat behind.
In Scenario 2, clusters are still spherical. CVNN does the best job here and finds the correct number of clusters 45 times. Although A 1 manages this only 36 times, the average ARI with 0.930 is almost the same as what CVNN achieves, both better by some distance than all the other methods. A 2 once more performed weakly. This should have been a good scenario for CH, because clusters are still spherical Gaussian, but compared to scenario 1 it lost quality considerably, probably due to the higher dimensionality.
In scenario 3, the ARI was computed based on 6 clusters, but 4 clusters are seen as a sensible estimate of K. Bootstab achieves the best ARI result, followed closely by A 1 , which gets the number of clusters right most often (and estimated K = 6 more often than K = 5 as only method), and A 2 . The other methods are some distance behind.
In scenario 4, where elongated clusters mean that some within-cluster distances are quite large, A 2 performs better than A 1 , which puts more emphasis on within-cluster homogeneity. Apart from A 2 , also ASW and the Dunn index deliver a perfect performance. CH and particularly CVNN are weak here; the other methods are good with the occasional miss.
In Scenario 5, within-cluster homogeneity is no longer a key feature of the clusters. A 2 does an almost perfect job (Dunn and PS achieve ARI = 1), whereas A 1 is much worse, as are CH and PearsonΓ, with ASW and CVNN somewhat but not much better.
Scenario 6 produces similar results to Scenario 5 with once more A 2 , Dunn and PS performing flawlessly. The rest is much worse, with PearsonΓ here best of the weaker methods and Bootstab in last position.
Overall these simulations demonstrate convincingly that different clustering problems require different cluster characteristics, as are measured by different indexes. One of A 1 and A 2 was always among the best methods, depending on whether the scenario was characterised by a high degree of within-cluster homogeneity, in which case A 1 did well, whereas A 2 was the best method where between-clusters separation dominated, and for nonlinear clusters. The results also show that no method is universally good. A 1 performed very weakly in Scenarios 5 and 6, A 2 failed particularly in scenario 2, and ended up in some distance to the best methods in scenario 1 and 3. CH was weak in scenarios 3, 5, and 6 and suboptimal elsewhere, ASW failed in scenarios 3 and 6, and was suboptimal in some others, the Dunn index did not perform well in scenarios 1-3, PearsonΓ was behind in scenarios 2, 3, 5, and 6, PS failed in scenarios 2 and 3, Bootstab in Scenarios 2 and 6, and CVNN in Scenarios 3-6.
The composite indexes A 1 and A 2 have a clear interpretation in terms of the features that a good clustering should have, and the results show that they perform in line with this interpretation. The researcher needs to decide what characteristics are required, and if this is decided correctly, a good result can be achieved. Obviously in reality the researcher does not know, without having clustered the data already, what features the "true" clusters have. However, in many real applications there is either no such thing as "true clusters", or the situation is ambiguous, and depending on the cluster concept several different clusterings could count as "true", see Hennig [2015a] . In a certain sense, by choosing the cluster concept of interest, the researcher "defines" the "true clusters".
Real data examples
In this section we analyse three data sets obtained from the University of California Irvine Machine Learning Repository Dheeru and Karra Taniskidou [2017] with given classes. We list the three best clusterings nominated by the different indexes. In real data analysis it it recommended to not only consider the "optimum" solution, because it can be very informative to know that some other potentially quite similar clusterings are similarly good in terms of the used validity index. We also show some exemplary plots that compare all clustering solutions. In these plots discriminant coordinates (DC; Seber [1983] ), which optimise the aggregated squared distances between cluster means standardised by the pooled within-cluster variances. Out of the composite indexes A 1 and A 2 , A 1 comes out very well compared to the other indexes, whereas A 2 picks among its three best clusterings only single linkage solutions isolating outlying points, achieving ARI values around zero (results not shown). This indicates that for many real data sets with lots of random variation, separation with flexibility in cluster shapes and potentially large within-cluster distances is not a characteristic that will produce convincing clusters. Many meaningful subpopulations in real data are not strongly separated, but come with outliers, and separation-based indexes have then a tendency to declare well separated outliers as clusters.
Wine data
This data set is based on the results of a chemical analysis of three types of wine grown in the same region in Italy. The Wine data set was first investigated in Forina et al. [1990] . It contains 13 continuous variables and a class variable with 3 classes of sizes 48, 59, and 71. Figure 3 (left side) shows that a two-dimensional projection of the data can be found where the different wine types are well separated, but this is difficult to find for any clustering method, particularly because the dimension is fairly high given the low number of observations. The right side shows the DC plot for the 7-cluster solution found by spectral clustering, which is the best according to A 1 . ARI results comparing the clusterings with the true grouping are given in Table 4 . The 3-means solution is the best, achieving an ARI of 0.9. According to A 1 this is second best. A 1 is the only validity index that chooses this clustering among its top three. This also makes A 1 the best index regarding the average ARI over the top three; the next best clustering picked by any of the indexes has an ARI of 0.37. Figures 4 and 5 show results. Figure 4 shows the complete results for A 1 . Added in the top row are results for ASW (Z-score calibrated), selected for reasons of illustration. One thing to note is that the best values of A 1 are not much above 0, meaning that they are on average not much better than the results for the random clusterings. In fact, for larger values of K, the random clusterings produce better results than all the proper clustering methods. Looking at the lower left side plot, in which results are shown calibrated separately for separate K, it can be seen that for two and three clusters the best proper clustering methods (which are also the best overall) are still superior to the random clusterings, meaning that calibrated index values are substantially larger than zero. For K ≥ 5 they all drop below zero. A possible explanation is that the proper clustering methods for larger K fail by trying to adapt to a structure that does not exist, whereas the random clusterings are less affected by the fact that their K does not correspond to a meaningful number of clusters. Looking at more detail in Figure 5 , it can be seen that even for larger K the random clusterings are beaten by the best proper clustering methods regarding I ave.wit (the first row shows the Z-calibrated values and the raw values with random clusterings added; note that in these plots as well as for Bootstab smaller values are better, as opposed to A 1 , PearsonΓ, and ASW), and also for Bootstab (lower left plot in Figure 5 ). Regarding PearsonΓ (lower right plot in Figure 5 ), the best proper clusterings are slightly below the average of the random clusterings for larger K (Z-calibrated values below 0), but different methods are best for different criteria, and the random clusterings are better for large K after aggregation. Figure 4 (upper right) shows that for the ASW only the two best methods, Ward and spectral clustering, have Z-calibrated values larger than zero for K ≥ 5, so the issue does not only affect A 1 and its constituents. Furthermore, ASW suggests the smallest possible K = 2 as optimal, which can be observed in many applications (e.g., Hennig and Liao [2013] ) and may benefit from calibration for separate K.
The lower right plot in Figure 4 shows that if the indexes are aggregated without calibration, the result is entirely dominated by I ave.wit , which in uncalibrated state has the by far largest value range and variance (compare the upper plots in Figure 5 , taking into account the sign change for aggregation). This is not sensible.
Seeds data
The Seeds data set (Charytanowicz et al. [2010] ) has measurements of geometrical properties of kernels belonging to three different varieties of wheat. It contains seven geometric features of wheat kernels and a class variable indicating three classes containing 50 objects each. Each class refers to a type of wheat. Figure 6 shows DCs for the true three classes (upper left) and the PAMclustering with K = 3 (upper right) on the same DCs. This is the clustering that was picked as the best by A 1 , and has the second best ARI (0.75) of all clusterings; only 3-means is slightly better (0.77).
Results are shown in Table 4 . A 1 picks the two best clusterings as best two, if in reverse order. The clusterings picked as best by all other indexes are worse, however CH and CVNN achieve slightly better ARI averages over the best three clusterings because of better clusterings in third place. The results of ASW, Dunn, PearsonΓ, PS and Bootstab are clearly weaker. Figure 7 shows the full results for A 1 , A 2 , Bootstab and CVNN (the latter two uncalibrated, and smaller values are better). A 2 is once more dominated by single linkage solutions that isolate outliers. The Bootstab plot shows that spectral clustering and Ward with small K are substantially less stable than the other methods; Bootstab's comparison of methods is somewhat similar between Seeds and Wine data set. The CVNN plot gives a good indication for 3 clusters for a number of clustering methods.
Movement data
The Movement data set Dias et al. [2009] contains 15 classes of 24 instances each, where each class refers to a hand movement type in LIBRAS, the Brazilian sign language. There are 90 variables, which correspond to 45 positions of two hands tracking hand movement over time extracted from videos.
Due to the large number of classes and variables together with a still fairly low number of observations, this is a much harder clustering problem than the previous data sets. In this application it is quite clear why within-cluster homogeneity is a more important characteristic than separation, because variation within sign language movement types should be limited (otherwise it would be hard to communicate), whereas strong separation can hardly be expected with a large enough number of movement types. Figure 8 gives the DCs for the true classes on the left side. On the right side the same DCs are used for visualising the K = 20 solution for average linkage, which is optimal according to A 1 . Obviously the recovery of the true classes is not perfect, but there is clear structure with some connection to the true classes and the DC projection derived from them. The clustering achieves an ARI of 0.32. The largest ARI achieved by any clustering here was 0.39. Out of the validity indexes, CVNN finds one with ARI 0.34 as best, but A 1 has the best average of the best three clusterings; ASW is the second best according to that metric. For some detailed results see Figure 9 and the earlier Figure  1 . Average linkage turns out to be the best method according to A 1 for larger numbers of clusters; the index clearly indicates that a larger number of clusters is required here, though not pointing at exactly 15 clusters (which no other index does either; PearsonΓ actually delivers the best K around 15, but ARI values of these clusterings are worse). The ASW generates local optima also at K = 2 and around K = 11. It prefers K-means over average linkage for large K, which is slightly worse regarding the ARI. Both methods rule out single linkage clusterings as bad, which is correct here, as opposed to the results of Dunn and A 2 .
Discussion
The general idea of this paper is that cluster validity can be measured by composite indexes, which can be made up from indexes measuring various characteristics of a clustering important to a user in a given application. Meaningful aggregation requires calibration which can be done against a set of random clusterings generated on the data set. A user may not feel comfortable to make detailed decisions about included indexes and weights. For this reason we suggest two specific composite indexes which focus on either within-cluster homogeneity or between-clusters separation. These give substantially different results and have been shown by our experiments to be complementary advan- (10) Dunn 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Single (2) Single (3) Single (4) Pearson Γ 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.23 Average (14) Average (15) Average (16) PS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Single (2) Single (3) Single (4) Bootstab 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Single (2) Single (3) Single ( tageous in different situations. However, we recommend to take into account background information and the specifics of the situation and problem at hand in order to define an composite index that can be better adapted to the problem at hand. Graphical displays such as principal components analysis may also help. Generally we have seen that no index can be expected to work universally, and that different cluster characteristics are important in different situations. The present work enables the user to adapt cluster validation to what counts in the specific application. The present paper can be seen rather as a starting point than as an end point for research. The simulations and examples are rather exemplary than comprehensive. Among various things that could be tried out, non-Euclidean data using other distances could be a worthwhile topic of investigation. Additional indexes and random clustering methods are conceivable (Hennig [2019] proposes some more). There are various possibilities for theoretical investigation of the indexes and aggregation strategies. An issue with the approach is numerical complexity. Whereas the random clusterings can be quickly generated, computing all index values for all proper and random clusterings takes time. In particular, the stability indexes PS and Bootstab involve resampling, and are heavy to run for a large number of involved clusterings. Shortcuts and investigations how small the number of random clusterings and resamplings can be chosen while still leaving results reasonably stable would be worthwhile, although with the nowadays available computing power and parallel computing data sets clearly larger than those treated in this paper (although probably not with millions of observations and thousands of variables) can be analysed.
